CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO:  
THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES, 1965-1980

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The period between 1965 and 1980 saw black Americans shift the civil rights movement in goals and tactics, and also recognize some significant gains. As with other periods, these gains were tempered by white backlash and retreat. Even after his death, Malcolm X proved a great influence on the emerging “black power” movement of the late 1960s. Led by young black men like Stokely Carmichael and H. Rap Brown, black power activists advocated black pride, militancy and separate institutions. The Black Panther Party, the most militant of the black power groups, suffered from increased repression by police and other authorities, although they began several useful programs for the poor, inner city blacks. The late 1960s also saw large numbers of urban areas erupt in violence as blacks became increasingly frustrated by economic disparity and discrimination by police. Some politicians, namely Lyndon Johnson, worked to improve conditions for blacks. Johnson’s War on Poverty, dramatically reduced and eventually destroyed by the war in Vietnam, provided numerous useful programs for black economic, social and political opportunities. The riots and continued problems also forced Martin Luther King to reevaluate his tactics and ideas. Shortly before his death, he focused energies on economic issues as well as opposition to the war in an effort to maintain gains for blacks.

Blacks made some gains politically, including election to political office in greater numbers. The civil rights movement in the 1970s, in fact, moved away from direct action tactics and more toward the electoral process as a way of change. Students also had an increasing role in civil rights again from 1968 to 1975, protesting continued racism, but also pushing universities to accept black studies as a legitimate scholarly endeavor. The presidents of the 1970s would prove less helpful than Johnson. Richard M. Nixon proved a mixed bag, pushing some beneficial possibilities, but also opposing desegregation by bussing. Jimmy Carter, although he approved many blacks in government positions, also eliminated important programs benefiting blacks and failed to stop the economic downturn of the 1970s that hurt many poor and working class blacks.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Understand the origins, ideas, personalities and effects of the Black Power Movement, and the effects of inner city riots in the late 1960s.

Understand the main points of Johnson’s War on Poverty, how it affected blacks, and what happened to it.

Understand the changing nature of the civil rights movement in the late 1960s, including developments among Martin Luther King, Jr., students, and Black Power advocates.

Understand the political and cultural developments for blacks during the late 1960s and 1970s, including the Black Arts Movement, new political offices, and effects on white presidents, including Johnson, Nixon and Carter.
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(For each of the following, identify by answering the questions – who? what? when? where? And describe the significance by answering the question – why is this important? Why do we study this?)  
Black Power  
Ronald Reagan  
George Wallace  
COFO  
CORE  
SNCC  
SCLC  
Floyd McKissick  
Stokely Carmichael  
Lowndes County Freedom Organization  
Malcolm Little/Malcolm X  
Elijah Muhammad  
Nation of Islam  
Alex Haley  
Muslim Mosque, Inc.  